
MODERN LIVING
INTERIORS & FURNITURE



Mission 
We came into this business to make our customers happy and 
to satisfy their needs. That’s still our mission, 25+ years later. 
To define what that it means to be “the best”

Vision

We want to be the best interiors & furniture company



NEW SOFA



Design as magical to make the simplest of everyday objects. It has a
soft and gentle look that can sit comfortably in any ambience.



Comfort that looks elegant and beautiful yet huge.
It is an esthetic and modern sofa



It reinterprets the concept of informality and contemporary design with such forms  that give real
comfort



The sofas attributed to the style that has a streamlined form with low, often square  legs. You may 
recognize them for their retro appearance, use of organic shapes  and powerful geometry.



Comfort that looks beautiful. Colors unite with bold  look of 
DALLAS sofa.



This type is attributed to Thomas W. Lawson, an American  businessman and 
author who commissioned the model for extra  comfort.



Modern multifunctional sofa mechanism gives extended sitting to ensure that you get
the best value for your money]



Is one of the most aesthetic and modern design. It is perfectly upholstered and  designed to suit 
any areas.



Modern style sofas usually come in fixed back. They mostly come with minimal details &  compact
proportions



NDS 09 has a soft & gentle look that that can sit comfortably in any ambience, formal  or informal & look 
as graceful as it was designed to be



Update your corner with this corner sofa



Very smart design with wooden legs that suit every room



Style makes your life easy.



NDS 3 cozy look that can fit in any ambience, formal or informal & look as graceful as it
was designed to be



It’s an icon in every sense, sweet as it sounds, sleek and contemporary sofa. Simple modern
furniture.



It has a generous look and stylish feel. It is crafted with care and infused with pure love  for design



It reinterprets the concept of informality and contemporary design with such forms that  give real comfort



Update your home with this corner sofa



PLUSH SOFA



Simple modern furniture style Makes your life easy  so that 
we can enjoy life after dailyaffairs



Make a mark with exquisite PL108 in your living

room. It’s nothing but an epitome of class



PL 109 comes out with trendy, comfortlook



Time to do what makes you feel good. Allows you  to create 
your very own personal dream sofa.



The collections are a series of modern trendy designs, simple yet striking and
represent the ideals of minimalism. The designs are a perfect blend of
Functionality and exceptional aesthetics.



Feel of luxury & comfort



The best in comfort with élan. The collections are a series of modern trendy  designs, simple 
yet striking and represent the ideals of minimalism.



The most ideal designs bringing aesthetic and durability and becoming  integrated with 
your unique personality with the effect of ironic forms  with regular lines.















Comfort that looks beautiful. Colors unite with bold  look of 
RBS 06 sofa.



Comfort that unite with bold look of Dallas sofa.



Sofas 2019 Range
“our best Sellers”

















































SECTIONAL  
SOFA



























ARM CHAIR





































































RECLINER



POTENZA



ALTAMURA



HERO



ALEXANDRIA



PARSO



ROBERTO



CHAISE  
LOUNGE























OTTOMAN









CONSOLE





























BENCHES







CENTER
&

SIDE TABLES

































































BEDS

































Visit us on
www.modernliving.in

7-1-24/2/D, Next to Green Park Hotel, Green Lands, Ameerpet, Hyderabad, 500016
Tel. 040-23740892, 23733016, 66617471

E-mail : modernlivingind@gmail.com


